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Detection of P2P botnet based on network behavior features
and Dezert-Smarandache theory
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Abstract: In order to improve the accuracy of detecting the
new P2P( peer-to-peer) botnet， a novel P2P botnet detection
method based on the network behavior features and Dezert-
Smarandache theory is proposed． It focuses on the network
behavior features， which are the essential abnormal features of
the P2P botnet and do not change with the network topology，
the network protocol or the network attack type launched by
the P2P botnet． First， the network behavior features are
accurately described by the local singularity and the
information entropy theory． Then， two detection results are
acquired by using the Kalman filter to detect the anomalies of
the above two features． Finally， the above two detection
results are fused with the Dezert-Smarandache theory to obtain
the final detection results． The experimental results
demonstrate that the proposed method can effectively detect
the new P2P botnet and that it considerably outperforms other
methods at a lower degree of false negative rate and false
positive rate， and the false negative rate and the false positive
rate can reach 0． 09 and 0． 12， respectively．
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T he botnet is a collection of massive malicious hosts，
and the hosts of botnet are able to keep living with

each other by the command and control ( C＆C) mecha-
nism． With the help of the secondary injection process，
the master of the botnet can update the malicious program
loads of the bot hosts to launch many different types of
network attacks， such as spam attacks， distributed denial
of service ( DDoS) attacks and so on． The new P2P bot-
net implements the C＆C mechanism with a decentralized
architecture of the P2P network． Since there is no control
center in the decentralized structure， when a large number
of bot hosts are eliminated， the remaining bot hosts are

even able to keep living with each other， update the mali-
cious program loads and launch network attacks． Storm is
a typical kind of new P2P botnet， and the Overnet /eDon-
key network is employed to construct the C＆C mecha-
nism［ 1］ ． The decentralized network structure is the devel-
opment and evolution trend of the C＆C mechanism， and
thus how to effectively detect the new P2P botnet has
turned into the hot focus of the field of network security ．

Sarat et al． ［ 2］ studied the abnormal features of Storm，
which lays a solid foundation for further research． For ex-
ample， the distribution of peer IDs of Storm was irregular
and there were a number of unreachable IPs． Steggink et
al． ［ 3］ found some unique features of Storm， and then ana-
lyzed how Storm avoided the detection methods． On this
basis， a new detection method based on network traffic
features was proposed， such as the specific length based
on the IP packet． Based on the penetrating analysis of the
logic of Storm， Porras et al． ［ 4］ proposed a dialog-based
detection method， which detected the P2P botnet through
handling the dialog information with the pattern matching
theory． Holz et al． ［ 5］ found a method to mitigate the op-
eration and expansion of botnets， which infiltrates into
the Overnet network and works as the peer of the C＆C
mechanism so as to publish many fake keys and affect the
normal network communication among bot nodes; and fi-
nally disturb the secondary injection process and the C＆C
mechanism． Wang et al． ［ 6］ proposed a method to infer
the botnet C＆C mechanism using some inherent patterns
in the bot execution trace coverage of basis blocks． The
coverage analysis method is evaluated for Zeus， Sdbot
and Agobot， and the result shows that the method can ac-
curately and efficiently extract the control commands of
the botnet． In the field of collaborative detection， Ｒef．
［7］ draws lessons from distributed data fusion and pro-
posed a hierarchical collaborative detection method， and
it was able to share data and cooperate under the follow-
ing levels， including data， feature， and judgment． Ｒef．
［8］ proposed a coordinative running method on the basis
of the Turing machine， and it was capable of analyzing
the possible relationships among network attack events oc-
curring in different geographical positions and at different
times． A collaborative running system was implemented
to track botnet and analyze the relationship between bot
hosts and DDoS sources． Ｒefs． ［9-13］ studied the devel-
opment process and the evolution trend of the propaga-



tion， attack and C＆C mechanisms of botnet， and then
summarized the current research， such as botnet monito-
ring， infiltration， analysis of botnet features， detection，
disruption and so on． The limitations of the current re-
search were discussed， and many potential instructions for
future study were introduced． In brief， there are still
some problems in the detection research of the new P2P
botnet． Many studies have mainly focused on some cer-
tain or several unique anomalies of the P2P botnet． When
a new botnet based on a new P2P network emerges， the
detection accuracy of the existing detection methods will
be greatly affected． Also， many detection methods need
to inspect the content of packets， so they will not work
effectively when the packets of P2P botnet are encrypted．

After analyzing the life cycle process and the network
features of Storm， a P2P botnet detection method on the
basis of network behavior features and the Dezert-Smaran-
dache theory is proposed． Experiments verify that our
method can detect a P2P botnet more accurately． The in-
novative points of the proposed method are as follows．
First， the network behavior features are focused on in the
paper， which do not change with the network topology，
the network protocol or the network attack type launched
by the P2P botnet， so that the network behavior features
can best reflect the essential feature of the P2P botnet． This
directly affects the false negative rate and false positive
rate when detecting the new P2P botnet． Secondly， the
local singularity and the information entropy theory are
adopted to accurately describe the details of network be-
havior features in terms of the change of the packets and
the connection features， without deep packet inspection of
the content of packets． So， the detection method pro-
posed will still work effectively when the packets of P2P

botnet are encrypted． Finally， due to the complexity and
variability of the features of the P2P botnet， a single net-
work feature is not enough to accurately describe the de-
tails of the traffic changes， which will result in a high
false negative rate and false positive rate． Therefore， the
Dezert-Smarandache theory is adopted to overcome this
problem．

1 Detection Method of P2P Botnet

Storm is a typical kind of P2P botnets， and its life cy-
cle process is shown in Fig． 1． Several features need to be
noted［ 5］ :
1) The length of packets focus on a certain number of

fixed lengths．
2) The bot node uses a certain number of fixed mes-

sage types．
3) A certain number of fixed source ports are used in

the C＆C mechanism of Storm．
Based on the analysis of the life cycle process and the

network features of Storm， a novel P2P botnet detection
method based on network behavior features and the
Dezert-Smarandache theory is proposed in Fig． 2． It focu-
ses on the essential anomalies of the P2P botnet， which
are the network behavior features， and they do not change
with the network topology， the network protocol or the
network attack type launched by the P2P botnet． First，
the local singularity and the information entropy are em-
ployed to describe the network behavior features． Two
detection results are obtained through the Kalman filter to
detect the behavior anomalies of the above features． The
final detection result is obtained by fusing the above re-
sults with the Dezert-Smarandache theory．

Fig． 1 Life cycle process of P2P botnet
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Fig． 2 Process of the detection method

1． 1 Network behavior features

The local singularity and the information entropy are
employed to describe the network behavior features， which
are the essential features of the P2P botnet．
1．1．1 Local singularity

Local singularity is the refinement and extension of
self-similarity， and it is capable of flexibly describing the
irregular phenomenon under the small time scale， which
has little association with the self-similarity of network
traffic under the large time scale．

X( ak) = aH( k) X( k) a ＞ 0 ( 1)

where H( k) is the Holder exponent， which is the degree
of local singularity of X at a given dot k． For all a ＞ 0，
X( k) denotes a continuous-time random process and k is
the current time step; for all a ＞ 0， X ( k ) demonstrates
the local singularity．

Let X( k) denote the number of IP packets captured up
to the time step k， X( 0) ，，X( k) are divided into many
subintervals， and the length of subinterval is d， so H ( k)
is calculated as［ 14-15］

H( k) = lim
d→0

log X k + d( )2 － X k － d( )( )2
log( d) ( 2)

Without loss of generality， if the number of the subin-
terval is 2n，H( k) can be calculated as

H( k) = lim
n→!

－
log X i + 1

2( )n － X i
2( )( )n[ ]n

i = 0，1，，2n － 1 ( 3)

Let k denote the current time step， HD k is defined as

HD k = 1 － H( k) ( 4)

As mentioned above， the botnet will make the number
of IP packets increase， which leads to the improvement of
the local singularity of network traffic and makes H ( k )
decline， and thus the anomalies will be identified by de-
tecting HD k ． To further improve the detection sensitivity，
HD k is inputted into the Kalman filter in order to rapidly
detect the anomalies of the local singularity．
1．1．2 Entropy

In the information theory， entropy is a measure of the
number of specific ways in which a system may be ar-
ranged， and it is often taken to be a measure of disor-
der［ 16］ ． Assume that the value of a random variable X =
{ x1，x2，，xn } ， P( xi ) is the probability of X values for
xi ． P( xi ) is the amount of information provided when the
value of X is xi ． The entropy of X is calculated as

H( X) = －∑
n

i = 1
( P( xi ) logP( xi ) ) ( 5)

The greater the entropy of the random variable is， the
more random its values are． Conversely， the smaller the
entropy of the random variable is， the more stable its val-
ues are， which means that the random variable is more
able to take some certain values．

The quadruple q i = ( length i， type i， srcport i， dstport i )
is defined to describe the features of packets． Length i de-
notes the length of the packet; type i denotes the message
type of the packet; srcport i denotes the source port num-
ber of the packet; dstport i denotes the destination port
number of the packet． Assuming that q i = ( length i， ty-
pe i， srcport i， dstport i ) ， q j = ( length j， type j， srcport j，
dstport j ) ， if length i = length j， type i = type j， srcport i =
srcport j and dstport i = dstport j， then it is said that q i is the
same as q j ． Assuming that p i denotes the probability of
the proposition that the quadruple q i appears within the
time interval Δt， the entropy of the quadruple to describe
the features of network traffic is calculated as

H q = －∑
n

i = 1
p i logp i ( 6)

The smaller the entropy is， the more stable the features
of the network traffic are， and the greater the probability
of P2P botnet appearing is． In normal scenarios and situa-
tions， the features of network traffics are in a relatively
stable state， the entropy of them does not change sharply．
Assuming that H normal denotes the meaning of the entropy
of the feature quadruple in the normal scenarios and situa-
tions and k denotes the current time step， the parameter
HEk is defined as

HEk = H q － H normal ( 7)

As mentioned above， the C＆C mechanism of the P2P
botnet makes the features of network traffic more stable
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than usual， which will make the entropy of the quadruple
decline and make the parameter HEk increase， and thus
the anomalies will be identified by detecting the parameter
HEk ． To further improve the detection sensitivity， HEk is
inputted into the Kalman filter in order to rapidly detect
the anomalies of the entropy of the above quadruple．

1． 2 Kalman filter

A process is estimated by using a form of feedback
control in the Kalman filter shown in Fig． 3． It estimates
the process state at the current time step and then acquires
the feedback in the form of measurement［ 17-22］ ．

Fig． 3 Process estimated by a form of feedback control in the
Kalman filter

Let k denote the current time step．
1) Time update equations
The priori estimate ( Xk | k － 1 ) is calculated based on the

knowledge of the process prior to step k．

Xk | k － 1 = AXk － 1 | k － 1 + BUk － 1 ( 8)

where Xk － 1 | k － 1 is the posteriori estimate of step k － 1;
Uk － 1 is the control input; A and B are the system parame-
ters．

The priori estimate error covariance is

Pk | k － 1 = APk － 1 | k － 1A
T + Q ( 9)

where Pk － 1 | k － 1 is the posteriori estimate error covariance
of Xk － 1 | k － 1 ; and Q is the process noise covariance．

The time update equations project forward the current
state and error covariance estimates of the current time
step to obtain the priori estimate for the next time step．
2) Measurement update equations
The posteriori estimate Xk | k is calculated based on the

knowledge of the measurement Zk and Xk | k － 1 ．

Xk | k = Xk | k － 1 + Gk ( Zk －HXk | k － 1 ) ( 10)

Gk =
Pk | k － 1H

T

HPk | k － 1H
T + Ｒ

( 11)

where Gk is the Kalman gain， and H is the system param-

eter for measurement， and Ｒ is the measurement noise co-
variance．

The posteriori estimate error covariance is

Pk | k = I － Gk( )H Pk | k － 1 ( 12)

where I is the identity matrix．
The measurement update equations take responsibility

for incorporating a new measurement into the priori esti-
mate to acquire an improved posteriori estimate．

After each time and measurement update in pairs， the
process is repeated in a way that the previous posteriori
estimates are adopted to predict the new priori estimates．

As is known， Storm causes many abnormities of the
network behavior features， which are described as HD k

and HEk ． After HD k and HEk are， respectively， when in-
putted into the Kalman filter， their posteriori estimates are
obtained as f( HD k ) and f( HEk ) ．

1． 3 Dezert-Smarandache theory

Due to the complexity and variability of the features of
the P2P botnet， a single network feature is not enough to
accurately describe the details of the traffic changes，
which will result in a high false negative rate and false
positive rate． Therefore， the data fusion algorithm of the
decision level is employed to solve the problem．

There are many data fusion algorithms on the decision
level， including the Bayesian theory， DST and DSmT．
DST is a generalization of the Bayesian theory， which is
capable of reducing the hypothesis set by gradually com-
bining evidence． Although DST is very appealing， it
presents many limitations， especially when the conflict
between the evidence is very strong［ 23］ ． There are two
categories of methods to solve the above problems． From
the view point of the modification of Dempster＇s combina-
tion rule， the first one is to propose new rules of combi-
nation under the DST framework as alternatives to Demp-
ster＇s rule of combination， such as Murphy＇s rule of com-
bination， Yager＇s rule of combination， Dubois and Prade＇s
rule of combination and Smets＇ rule of combination． From
the view point of the modification of the evidence source，
the second one is to put forward the new alternative rules，
and DSmT belongs to the category． DSmT can be consid-
ered to be the extension of the classical DST， but there
are many fundamental differences between DSmT and
DST． DSmT allows formally combining any kinds of in-
dependent sources of information represented in terms of
belief functions， but is mainly focused on fusing these
sources of evidence， which are imprecise， highly con-
flicting and uncertain［ 24］ ．

DSmT is on the basis of Dedekind＇s lattice DU， which
is the hyper power set of frame U． In the DSmT frame-
work， at first U is only considered to be a set { θ1，θ2，，
θn} of n exhaustive elements without introducing other
constraints． m( A ) is the generalized basic belief assign-
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ment of set A， if a function m: DU→［0，1］ exhibits the
two properties:

m() = 0 ( 13)

∑
A∈DU

m( A) = 1 ( 14)

where  is the universal empty set． Some subsets of U
are able to contain many elements， which are known to
be truly exclusive but also truly non-existing at all at a
given time． Given some known integrity constraints， one
must work with a proper hybrid DSm model． Under such
circumstances， for n≥2 independent sources， the hybrid
DSm rule of combination on the basis of the chosen hy-
brid DSm model is defined for all A∈DU as［ 25］

m( X) = δ( A) ［ S1 ( A) + S2 ( A) + S3 ( A) ］ ( 15)

δ( A) =
0 A∈m

1 A{
m

( 16)

S1 ( A) = ∑
X1 X2  Xn∈DU

X1∩X2∩∩Xn = A

∏
n

i = 1
mi ( Xi ) ( 17)

S2 ( A) = ∑
X1 X2  Xn∈

［ u( X1)∪∪u( Xn) = A］∨

［( u( X1)∪∪u( Xn)∈)∧

( A = θ1∪θ2∪∪θn) ］

∏
n

i =1
mi X( )

i
( 18)

S3 ( A) = ∑
X1 X2  Xn∈DU

( X1∪X2∪∪Xn) = A

X1∩X2∩∩Xn =

∏
n

i = 1
mi ( Xi ) ( 19)

where m is the set of all elements of DU forced to be
empty by means of the model＇s constraints; u ( X) is the
union of all singletons θi that compose the set X; S1 ( A)
denotes the classic DSm rule of combination for n inde-
pendent sources on the basis of the free DSm model;
S2 ( A) denotes the mass of all absolutely and relatively
empty sets transferred to the total or relative ignorance;
and S3 ( A ) transfers the sum of relatively empty sets to
the non-empty sets．

The Dempster＇s rule of combination is employed to fuse
the above detection results． The former is f ( HD k ) ob-
tained by the local singularity theory and Kalman filter，
and the latter is f( HEk ) obtained by the entropy and Kal-
man filter．

1． 4 Process of detection method

Assume that the current time step is k， and the process
of the detection method is as follows:
1) Capture network traffic with the monitor tools， and

do the statistical analysis on the IP packets．
2) Detect the abnormities of network behavior features．

Calculate HD k with the local singularity theory， and then
obtain the detection result f ( HD k ) after inputting it into

the Kalman filter; calculate HEk with the entropy theory，
and then obtain the detection result f( HEk ) after inputting
it into the Kalman filter．
3) Obtain the final detection results by fusing f( HD k )

and f( HEk ) with the Dezert-Smarandache theory．
4) Make the detection decision of the P2P botnet． If Ｒk

≥T， it is judged that P2P botnet exists， otherwise not．
The threshold T is dynamically adjusted by the Kaufman
algorithm［ 26］ to adapt to different network scenarios and
situations．

2 Experimental Ｒesults and Data Analysis

The experimental data are composed of two parts． One
part is the network data of the normal scenarios， collected
from the network server of a certain research institute．
Ｒeferred to Ｒef． ［3］， the other part is the network data of
P2P botnet， collected from the network scenarios which
are built with the virtual machine in Fig． 4． In order to
simulate a massive number of hosts， a number of virtual
machines are set up with the help of Virtualbox， and a
virtual machine ( named as monitor VM ) is selected to
work as the router of the local experimental network． We
choose Wireshark to be the packet analyzer， and install it
on the monitoring VM． The sample packets are captured
by the monitoring VM every 10 s． First， run it normally
for a period of time， and then inject the bot programs of
Storm into many virtual machines．

Fig． 4 Experimental environment for collecting network data
of P2P botnet

2． 1 HD parameter experiment

In the experiment， the change of the parameter HD is
discussed， which reflects the local singularity of network
traffic． In the normal scenarios and situations， the net-
work traffic exhibits the significant local singularity， and
the Holder exponent will maintain a relatively stable value
interval．

From Fig． 5， after the bot programs of Storm are injec-
ted into the network， the local singularity of network traf-
fic becomes more and more obvious and strong． HD starts
to increase when t = 340 s， and even reaches 0． 67 at the
highest point when t = 382 s． Also， it fluctuates fiercely
due to the periodic behaviors in the C＆C mechanism．

2． 2 HE parameter experiment

In the experiment， the change of the parameter HE is
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Fig． 5 Change of parameter HD reflecting the local singularity
of network traffic

discussed， which reflects the entropy of the feature quad-
ruple of network traffic． In the normal scenarios and situ-
ations， it will maintain relatively stable with little fluctua-
tion．

From Fig． 6， along with the size of botnet as it grows
larger and larger， the nodes of P2P botnet increase; the
length of packets fall in some certain values; and some
certain kinds of packets exist among some certain bot
nodes， which make the entropy of the feature quadruple
of network traffic decline， so the parameter HE increases．

Fig． 6 Change of parameter HE reflecting the entropy of the
feature quadruple of network traffic

2． 3 Comparison of false negative rate and false posi-
tive rate with different detection methods

To verify the accuracy of the proposed detection meth-
od in different situations， without loss of generality， we
select four groups of data to compare the false negative
and false positive rate of the proposed method with other
detection methods shown in Tab． 1， which use different
combination of protocols and network traffic rates， partic-
ularly the variation of traffic intensity in P2P programs．
The 1st and 2nd samples are in the network scenarios
without bot programs， and the 2nd and 4th samples con-
tain a number of packets from P2P programs and other
web applications． With the help of the method proposed
in Ｒef． ［27］， the 3rd sample is acquired by merging the
1st sample with the bot data captured from the network
scenarios shown in Fig． 4， and the 4th sample is acquired
by merging the 2nd sample with the bot data captured
from the network scenarios shown in Fig． 4． The real at-
tack times for the four groups of data are 0， 0， 1 000，
and 1 000 in order．

From Tab． 2 and Tab． 3， only using the parameter HD
and only using the parameter HE result in the high false
negative and false positive rate， respectively ． Due to the
complexity and variability of the features of P2P botnet，
a single network feature is not enough to accurately de-
scribe the details of the traffic changes． Therefore， the
data fusion algorithm of the decision level is employed to
solve the problem in the proposed method． These meas-
ures increase the accuracy of the P2P botnet detection to
some degree． 1 018( 763) in Tab． 2 denotes that the de-
tection method detects 1 018 times of attack in total w ith
763 correct．

Tab． 1 Overview of different detection methods
Detection method Description of method
MCUSUM［ 28］ Use the extended nonparametric CUSUM algorithm to detect the traffic anomalies of several kinds of packets

OHD Only use parameter HD， and use the Kalman filter to detect anomalies
OHE Only use parameter HE， and use the Kalman filter to detect anomalies

Proposed method Focused on the network behavior features

Tab． 2 Detection result of different detection methods
Detection
method

Detection result of samples
1 2 3 4

MCUSUM 23 121 762 1 268( 784)
OHD 17 45 732 1 561( 803)
OHE 29 23 871 1 284( 583)

Proposed
method

7 13 829 1 018( 763)

Tab． 3 False negative rate and false positive rate of different
methods

Detection
Method

Accuracy
rate

False negative
rate

False positive
rate

MCUSUM 0． 65 0． 21 0． 25
OHD 0． 73 0． 15 0． 21
OHE 0． 77 0． 19 0． 17

Proposed method 0． 89 0． 09 0． 12

3 Conclusion

A novel P2P botnet detection method is proposed on
the basis of network behavior features and the Dezert-
Smarandache theory． It focuses on the network behavior

features， which are the essential abnormal features of P2P
botnet and do not change with the network topology， the
network protocol or the network attack type launched by
the P2P botnet． First， the network behavior features are
described by the local singularity and the information en-
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tropy theory， and then two detection results are acquired
by using the Kalman filter to detect the anomalies of the
two above features． Finally， the detection results above
are fused with the Dezert-Smarandache theory． The ex-
perimental results show the superiority of our proposed
method over other methods． The future work is to de-
scribe the details of the network behavior features more
accurately．
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基于网络行为特征与 Dezert-Smarandache 理论的

P2P 僵尸网络检测
宋元章 陈 媛 王俊杰 王安邦 李洪雨

( 中国科学院长春光学精密机械与物理研究所，长春 130033)

摘要: 为提升对新型 P2P 僵尸的检测精度，提出了一种基于网络行为特征和 Dezert-Smarandache 理论的 P2P
僵尸检测方法． 该方法主要关注 P2P 僵尸的本质异常特征，即网络行为特征，该特征不受拓扑结构、协议和

攻击类型的影响． 首先，利用局部奇异性和信息熵对网络行为特征进行多方面的描述; 然后，利用卡尔曼滤

波器对网络行为特性进行异常检测; 最后，用 Dezert-Smarandache 理论对上述检测结果进行融合以得到最终

检测结果． 实验结果表明: 所提方法可有效检测新型 P2P 僵尸; 相比其他方法，其漏报率和误报率较低，分

别为 0． 09 和 0． 12．
关键词: P2P 僵尸网络; 局部奇异性; 信息熵; 卡尔曼滤波器; Dezert-Smarandache 理论
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